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For more than thirty years, Belgium has been investigating clay formations for its 
potential suitability to host a geological disposal. The R&D programme initiated as early 
as 1974 by the Belgian Nuclear Research Centre (SCK•CEN) at Mol was pursued from the 
early 1980s under ONDRAF/NIRAS’ responsibility. These studies quickly focused on the 
Boom Clay formation at Mol-Dessel, in north-eastern Belgium, as a potential host 
formation for a geological repository. 

The state of scientific and technical research on the possible disposal of high- and 
intermediate-level radioactive waste (B&C waste) in clay layers was presented in 
decennial safety assessment reports (ONDRAF/NIRAS, 1989, 2001). The national and 
international peer review of the second Safety and Feasibility interim report SAFIR 2 
(NEA, 2003) acknowledged the maturity of the Belgian scientific programme and endorsed 
ONDRAF/NIRAS’ conclusion to pursue the RD&D programme associated with a safe and 
feasible geological disposal in poorly indurated clays. Next to the continuing necessity of 
RD&D in all relevant areas of the Belgian programme, the NEA International Review Team 
(IRT) highlighted three main areas of activity that ONDRAF/NIRAS should strengthen  
to move on to the implementation phase. First, the IRT acknowledged the novel and 
innovative methodological concepts (i.e. safety functions, alternative safety indicators) 
introduced in its programme and recommended that ONDRAF/NIRAS move forward in 
this direction and improve the methodology for a more systematic, consistent and 
comprehensive treatment of uncertainties. Secondly, the IRT recommended further 
development of the EBS. Understanding of the engineered component’s behaviour,  
its physic-chemical evolution with its inter-dependencies with the other components, its 
feasibility as well as its performance was indeed limited at the time of SAFIR 2. Last, the 
maturity of the geological programme suggested that it was time to initiate a dialogue 
with the regulators, policy makers and other interested stakeholders in Belgium on a 
number of aspects, including the regulatory framework and guidance on how to proceed 
with siting and with the associated decision making. 

These issues pointed in the direction to urge ONDRAF/NIRAS to develop the frame 
and tools to embed its national programme in a stepwise decision-making plan with key 
milestones supported by successive safety cases stretching over the next decades 
towards the licensing process. The development of the first safety case of its kind (SFC1) 
led ONDRAF/NIRAs to re-orient the geological disposal programme towards a multifaceted 
development programme, bringing together technical, regulatory and societal aspects, 
each of these having their own weights and priorities. 

To serve these ends, ONDRAF/NIRAS has reassessed the organisation of its geological 
disposal programme. In recent years ONDRAF/NIRAS has elaborated a safety and feasibility 
strategy to frame and formalise the stepwise and iterative development of geological 
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disposal in a coherent and integrating manner, able to fulfil all identified management 
requirements (ONDRAF/NIRAS, 2009a, 2013). The strategy sets out in broad terms how it 
is envisaged that safe disposal will be achieved. It is mainly based on safety principles 
established by the IAEA which are, among others, passive safety, defence-in-depth, 
robustness, best available technology and optimisation. The safety and feasibility strategy 
also includes the boundary conditions to be met and the requirements to be satisfied. 
Boundary conditions include, for example, relevant international and national regulatory 
frameworks, institutional policy and conditions required by other stakeholders. Within 
this strategic frame and along the same safety principles, a safety assessment methodology 
was also developed for a comprehensive and consistent treatment of uncertainties in 
order to steer the RD&D (ONDRAF/NIRAS, 2009b, 2013). 

The safety and feasibility statements are the central tool of the new ONDRAF/NIRAS 
strategy. Most of these statements are derived from the safety concept and are organised 
in a hierarchical tree structure. The top-level statements define the a priori objectives 
pursued by the programme stage in agreement with the boundary conditions. Lower-level 
statements setting out more detailed requirements of these objectives are derived from 
these top-level statements in a top-down approach. The substantiation of the safety and 
feasibility statements, with multiple lines of evidence and their associated uncertainties 
generated from the RD&D programme, is performed bottom-up. The assessment of the 
level of support given to the statements and the impact of the associated uncertainties to 
the higher-level statements provide an efficient and synoptic tool to structure the 
research and development activities and set the priorities between the issues to handle 
for a given decision. The multiple lines of converging arguments supporting every safety 
or feasibility statement show the robustness – in the sense of reliability – and the 
demonstrability of the claimed assertions. 

The introduction of safety and feasibility statements in the Belgian programme 
resulted in significant changes. In particular, reorganisation of the RD&D programme 
around the need to substantiate the statements has led to a more efficient and pertinent 
structuring of the issues. The statements provide the means for a permanent consistency 
check between requirements on the system and its components, expected to become 
more stringent as the programme progresses. 

The assessment of the feasibility of the EBS component as advised by the IRT was 
performed in this strategic framework. The reference design of SAFIR 2 was abandoned, 
mainly in view of its complexity in terms of feasibility and expected evolution. The 
development process of the new design has been the work of a task force co-ordinated by 
ONDRAF/NIRAS, involving people from different organisations and different fields of 
expertise. In the time period between October 2001 and December 2003, the working group 
elaborated three alternative basic designs (Supercontainer, Borehole and Sleeve) according 
to a step-by-step approach and with justification of the key decisions taken during the 
process. The selection procedure of the reference solution involved the performance of a 
multi-criteria analysis based on the safety principles, the boundary conditions and the 
strategic choices set in the strategy. The results gave a preference to the so-called 
“supercontainer” concept (ONDRAF/NIRAS, 2004). This concept was driven by the 
necessity to increase the longevity of the overpack. This strategic objective was reached 
by the choice of a cement-based backfill (termed the “buffer”) made of concrete based on 
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) surrounding the overpack and insuring a high-pH 
environment favouring passive uniform corrosion of the overpack. Apart from permanent 
shielding (which eliminates the need for remotely controlled underground operations 
and intrinsically better protects the workers), this concept also contributes largely to the 
system containment phase next to the clay host rock. Finally, it should be kept in mind 
that a concrete liner of the galleries is unavoidable due to the convergence of the Boom 
Clay host rock. The combination of high-pH concrete and carbon steel is also consistent 
with an ONDRAF/NIRAS strategic objective to use materials for which broad and proved 
experience and knowledge already exists, in order to reduce uncertainties linked to the 
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long-term evolution of a material as much as possible (application of BAT principle). The 
safety and feasibility tree provides here an efficient tool to structure and identify 
inter-dependent links between different fields, in particular between long-term safety, 
operational safety and feasibility aspects to which the supercontainer must conform 
(ONDRAF/NIRAS, 2013b). 

The IRT recommendations of SAFIR 2 to initiate dialogue with stakeholders were in 
line with the legal framework of 13 February 2006 relating to the assessment of the 
environmental impact of certain plans and programmes and public participation in their 
drafting. In accordance with this legal framework, ONDRAF/NIRAS drew up a “Waste 
Plan” and its associated Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) (ONDRAF/NIRAS, 
2011). The Waste Plan compiled in a single document, all elements necessary to enable 
the government to make, with full knowledge of the facts, a decision in principle, that is 
a general policy decision or a general guidance decision, relating to the long-term 
management of B&C waste. In addition to public opinion, opinions on the Waste Plan 
were also requested from the SEA Advisory Committee, the Federal Council for 
Sustainable Development, the regional governments and the Federal Agency for Nuclear 
Control. Prior to the Waste Plan, ONDRAF/NIRAS elected to carry out a societal consultation 
broader than that required by the law. A series of dialogues and an interdisciplinary 
conference were indeed organised in 2009 in order to give civil society organisations, 
experts and interested citizens the opportunity to express their concerns and expectations 
with regard to the long-term management of B&C waste. For additional societal input, 
ONDRAF/NIRAS asked an independent body (King Baudouin Foundation) to organise a 
participatory process. Over three weekends a group of citizens debated the subject of the 
long-term management of high-level and long-lived radioactive waste. 

The requested decision concerns the technical solution recommended by ONDRAF/  
NIRAS for the long-term management of B&C, namely a geological disposal in poorly 
indurated clay (Boom Clay or Ypresian Clays), in a single facility on Belgian territory and 
implemented as soon as possible, the pace of development and realisation of the solution 
being proportionate to its scientific and technical maturity, as well as to the public support 
it receives. Consideration of the stakeholder views collected as part of these participative 
processes resulted in ONDRAF/NIRAS matching its recommended management solution 
to conditions in terms of the waste's retrievability, monitoring the proper functioning of 
the disposal system and transferring knowledge about the facility, conditions for which 
the exact scope is still to be defined in future consultations with all interested parties. 
These stakeholder requirements are now included in the boundary conditions and 
translated within the safety and feasibility statements. 

Following the waste plan, ONDRAF/NIRAS has decided to write a RD&D Plan on 
geological disposal (ONDRAF/NIRAS, 2013b), which presents the status of understanding 
and plans for the RD&D in preparation for the future safety cases. This plan also 
integrates societal concerns expressed in the frame of the consultation of the Waste Plan. 
This RD&D plan, to be published in the near future, proposes a structured R&D programme 
and is structured according to the safety and feasibility statements. 

With hindsight, the NEA recommendations on SAFIR 2 reveal to have been very 
beneficial to the Belgian programme. They helped ONDRAF/NIRAS to optimise and 
structure its RD&D programme, but also to reorganise the way to perform research and 
development in a more safety-case-oriented way. The geological programme is now 
embedded in a societal dialogue with the regulatory body and other stakeholders. 
Governmental involvement, under the form of a decision of principle is now highly 
desirable to give a new trigger towards implementation. 
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